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Abstract

The field of street network analysis has not yet benefited from much of the recent

work on graph machine learning. We extend a framework for large-scale analysis of

OpenStreetMap data with recently released traffic data from Uber, and apply node

embedding techniques to study the street networks of New York City and San Francisco.

We present results for unsupervised clustering-based role discovery and supervised

models for predicting speeds and a proxy for vulnerability to congestion.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we model the street networks of New York and San Francisco with data from

OpenStreetMap (OSM) [19], an open source collection of real world street data. This allowed

us to model street networks as graphs with nodes representing street intersections and edges

representing streets. Using features from OSM, we construct embedding vectors for streets

which can then be used in a variety of unsupervised and supervised models.

We examine the results of unsupervised role discovery on these embeddings as a first

approach to interpreting what information they encode. Local, recursively generated features

seem to cluster according to road type, while random-walk based node2vec features are

similar within neighborhoods.

Modeling traffic flow in cities such as New York and San Francisco requires congestion-

aware models since both cities suffer from frequent traffic jams. For each of these two

networks, we experiment with different models to predict the mean speed – provided by

Uber Movement [2] in a recently released dataset – as well as the “congestion” (according to

a metric we define) of a given street. The relative success of these models demonstrates the

power of graphical properties alone in explaining congestion and mean speed, indeed many

of the models we train do not use any features besides network topology.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Street Network Analysis

There is extensive literature related to modeling street networks [18], with approaches in-

spired by fields as varied as statistical physics [12] and economics [17]. Much of the traffic

modeling literature is concerned with traffic simulation at different scales of detail. Micro-

scopic queue-based models such as SUMO [15] model individual vehicles based on demand

and decision models. Such models require extensive data both for configuring and validation,

even requiring traffic light sequences for accurate modeling of intersections. Macroscopic traf-

fic models, which model traffic as flows rather than discrete vehicles, require less extensive

configuration data but validating them is still a challenge. [14]

These challenges are compounded since most street network analysis has suffered from

small sample sizes and data robustness constraints. Until recently there was no standardized

data source and approach for analyzing street networks at scale. However, in 2018, Geoff

Boeing conducted a systematic analysis of street networks across the United States using

OpenStreetMap (OSM) [19] data. [6] This survey validated the OSMnx Python library which

[7] was developed to handle conversion and preprocessing of OSM data. We build on this

data pipeline in our work.

2.2 Traffic Congestion

One prominent problem in street network analysis is modeling traffic congestion. This has

applications from government transit funding to route planning. As with street network anal-

ysis more broadly, studies of congestion tend to be situation-specific. For example, models

exist for congestion due to people looking for curbside parking [3], commuters’ decisions dur-

ing rush hour [4], and congestion’s effect on the climate [5]. All of these models are highly

specialized to their domains.

In recent years, there has been work to address traffic congestion using machine learning

models. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) have recently been used to tackle the problem

of modeling complex spatial and temporal dependencies of street networks. This is significant

because previous statistical methods attempting to model street networks were linear and

failed to model these more complicated dependencies. Yu Yol Shin et al. [21] present such

a GCN framework that is applied to street networks. This framework considers different

street attributes such as distance, speed limit, street angle, etc. to predict the actual speed

at which cars travel in these streets.
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In a working paper from Park et al. published in November of 2019, the authors use

a Graph Attention Network (GAT) trained on graph representing spatio-temporal data of

a traffic network in order to predict traffic speed in the short term. The data used for

predictions is contemporaneous spatio-temporal data (includes both graph structure and

recent speed measurements measurements) and the goal of the predictor is to output accurate

estimates of road speeds in the near future [20]. Park et al’s problem setup is nearly identical

to that of a paper by Chen et al also released this past November which tests a wider variety

of different deep learning architectures to tackle the problem [9].

3 Experiments

We describe here a series of experiments intended to validate a machine-learning first, em-

bedding based approach to street network analysis and traffic modeling. We combine the

OSM pipeline of Boeing 2018 [6] with features derived from the Uber Movement dataset [2]

for our supervised models.

As a foundation, we explore a variety of graph-based techniques for creating road em-

beddings. Working with the line graphs of street networks, we use recursive features [13]

to build up street representations that take into account local structural features as well

as features available in OSM data. We also explore node2vec embeddings which have the

potential to encode features of the graph which are less local [10].

We then leverage these embeddings to experiment with unsupervised street role discovery,

as well as supervised problems related to traffic and congestion modeling.

3.1 Data

For street network data, we follow the data methodology of Boeing 2018 [6], leveraging

OSMnx to download drivable street networks for San Francisco (including 10km of sur-

rounding land) and New York City. The topology of these street networks is then simplified

by removing nodes not at intersections or dead-ends, as OSM data has nodes along roads as

well as at intersections. The original OSM data is loaded with a 0.5km buffer around each

region, and nodes and edges outside this buffer are removed after simplification.

These networks are represented as directed graphs where edges represent roads and nodes

represent intersections. Again, these graphs are directed, so a two way road will have two

edge entries between the intersections they run through. After simplifying both graphs, we

were left with a directed graph for New York with 55,356 nodes and 141,233 edges, or 141,233

roads and 55,356 intersections. For San Francisco, we have 32,074 nodes and 85,223 edges,
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or 85,223 roads and 32,074 intersections. See Figure 1 for plots of the in and out degrees

of both cities. As expected, the plots look similar for the in and out degrees as roads are

typically two ways.

Figure 1: In and out degree histograms for New York and San Francisco

For traffic data, we worked with the recently released Uber Movement speed data [2],

specifically that from Q2 of 2019, with statistics calculated for each hour of the day. The

quarterly Uber data contains ”the average, standard deviation, 50th percentile, and 85th

percentile speeds aggregated by hour of day across all days in the specified quarter,” where

data is only provided for road segments with sufficient Uber traffic during the period. [2]

In Figure 2, we can see the mean speed profiles of 50 random streets in New York and of

50 random streets in San Francisco respectively.

Figure 2: Average Speed Profiles for New York and San Francisco
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As expected, we can see some drop offs in mean speeds during typical morning commute

hours and afternoon commute hours.

Combining these datasets is possible since Uber Movement data is keyed to OSM data.

However, due to the constantly changing nature of OSM data (as the data is improved, node

and edge IDs change) and differences in how Uber and OSM define road segments (called

Ways in OSM) we can only recover speed data for 70% of streets in both datasets. This is

visualized in Figure 3.

(a) New York (b) San Francisco

Figure 3: Black streets have Uber speed data, yellow streets do not.

For all of our analysis, we work with the line graph GL of the street network G, where

each node in the line graph corresponds to a street in the street network and streets are

(directionally) connected if you can drive from one to the other at some intersection. This

allows us to use node-centric models while preserving street features as node features in the

line graph.

3.2 Embeddings

3.2.1 Basic Features

The simplest feature vectors for nodes in our line graph are composed of features already

present in OSM data for individual streets and local graph properties of the node. Although

many such features exist in the standard, only a few are available for most streets in the

network. Thus, we restrict ourselves to using street length as our only OSM feature, as well
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as in and out degrees for each node. Thus, our most basic embedding is a vector

ev = [speed, din, dout] ∈ R3, v ∈ GL

.

3.2.2 Recursive Features

Next, we extend these features using the recursive method presented in the RolX role dis-

covery algorithm. [13]. A street represented by a node v in the line graph with embedding

ev can recursively be assigned embeddingev || 1

|N (v)|
∑

w∈Nin(v)

ew ||
1

|N (v)|
∑

w∈Nout(v)

ew


where Nin(v) and Nout(v) are the in and out neighborhoods of v. Note that this is a natural

generalization from the approach defined for undirected graphs in [13]. Mean aggregation

performed well on downstream tasks. We generated embeddings with one and two recursive

steps, giving

ev ∈ R3

R1 (ev) ∈ R9

R2 (ev) ∈ R27

3.2.3 Node2Vec

Alternatively, we used Node2vec as developed by Grover and Leskovec to generate street

embeddings directly from the graph topology [11]. Node2Vec takes in a graph G = (V,E)

(optionally, weighted edges, but we ignore this functionality for our purposes), a dimension

d, and returns an embedding f : V → Rd. The goal of Node2Vec is to optimize

max
f

∑
u∈V

logPr(NS(u)|f(u))

where NS(u) is a network neighborhood of u defined through some sampling strategy – a set of

nodes which generalizes the idea of a node’s neighbors. Intuitively, Node2Vec searches for an

embedding that maximizes the likelihood of the true graph network neighborhoods assuming

a probability function Pr(NS(u)|f(u)) of an embedded node having a certain embedded

network neighborhood. This probability Pr(NS(u)|f(u)) is modeled (via an assumption of

conditional independence) as

Pr(NS(u))|f(u) =
∏

ni∈NS(u)

Pr(ni|f(u))
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and each Pr(ni|f(u)) is modeled by

Pr(ni|f(u)) =
exp(f(ni) · f(u))∑
v∈NS(u)

f(v) · f(u))

which reflects that Pr(ni|f(u)) should be smaller when f(ni), f(u) are closer to orthogonal

in Rd. Node2Vec creates NS(u), u ∈ V via a series of biased random walks that combine

elements of BFS and DFS, then performs stochastic gradient descent on the objective func-

tion to return the embeddings f . Note that Node2Vec does not take in precomputed node

features, so our use of Node2Vec in this project is unsupervised, and does not consider any

data about street networks besides their graphical properties.

Our Node2Vec embeddings were generated using the Node2Vec repo in the examples

directory of SNAP. We generated embeddings with 24 and 48 dimensions, using the defaults

for all other parameters.

f24(v) ∈ R24

f48(v) ∈ R48

3.3 Unsupervised Role Discovery

The first task to which we applied our node embeddings was role discovery through unsu-

pervised clustering. Although there is extensive research on unsupervised clustering using

embeddings [22, 13], we picked a simple approach which could be applied across different

types of embeddings. After standardizing each feature of our embeddings to zero mean, unit

variance, we clustered the resulting vectors using K-means to find the three most signifi-

cant clusters. Standardization is necessary since K-means assumes the embedding space is

invariant under rotation and translation. [16]

Interpretation of unsupervised models is always a challenge, but here we were able to

leverage the roughly planar nature of street networks to allow us to visualize the resulting

roles directly, see Figure 4. The most visually interpretable results arose from the one and

two-level recursive embeddings R1(ev) and R2(ev), which seem to group roads into high-

ways and smaller/larger city streets. Clustering node2vec embeddings, while not especially

interpretable, shows how node2vec gives geographically close streets similar embeddings re-

sulting in geographically clustered streets. This matches with the intuition that random

walks starting in the same neighborhood have roughly the same distribution.
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Figure 4: Unsupervised clustering using recursive features and node2vec. (Left) K-Means

with 3 clusters on R1(ev) ∈ R9 where ev = [length, din, dout]. (Right) K-Means with 3 clusters

on node2vec embeddings f(v) ∈ R24 generated from the graph topology.
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3.4 Supervised Traffic Modeling

3.4.1 Mean Speed Prediction

Our primary objective was developing a machine learning approach to traffic modeling.

The simplest problem we could address in this domain is predicting mean speeds for each

street at a specific hour of day. This can be posed as a supervised problem where streets are

represented by the feature vectors described in Section 3.2 and the target speeds are modeled

using a multi-variate predictor. We tested linear models as well as random forests as a robust

non-linear predictor [8] on each of the embeddings as well as combinations thereof.

Each model was trained on mean speed data for the hour 12-1, for Q2 2019. The data

was split with 80% of data available for the given city for training, with the remaining 20%

withheld for testing. The optimal maximum depth of the random forest was determined

through cross-validation for each embedding type (up to the embedding size), and each

forest was an ensemble of 100 trees. See Figure 5 for the resulting test R2 values for each

combination of embedding, model, and city.

Embedding OLS Random Forest

ev ∈ R3 0.267 / 0.059 0.350 / 0.200

R1(ev) ∈ R9 0.310 / 0.114 0.475 / 0.327

R2(ev) ∈ R27 0.320 / 0.180 0.490 / 0.385

f24(v) ∈ R24 0.027 / 0.032 0.493 / 0.437

f48(v) ∈ R48 0.072 / 0.061 0.491 / 0.439

ev||f24(v) ∈ R27 0.262 / 0.089 0.553 / 0.488

R1(ev)||f24(v) ∈ R33 0.332 / 0.164 0.599 / 0.514

R2(ev)||f24(v) ∈ R51 0.357 / 0.204 0.604 / 0.494

Figure 5: Test R2 for mean-speed prediction, New York City / San Francisco, with the best

performing models bolded.

We see that the linear model is barely able to predict speed from the non-linear node2vec

embeddings, and achieves only poor performance on even the concatenated embeddings.

However, the non-linear random forest is able to leverage the node2vec embeddings and

achieves surprisingly strong results given that so many variables predictive of speed (such as

demand, number of lanes, road grade, etc.) are not directly available to the model.
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3.5 Congestion Prediction

We apply the same models from the previous section to learn a metric other than mean speed

which is more relevant to congestion. Metrics for congestion in traffic models in academic

papers are varied and often difficult to generate easily from the data as provided by Uber.

We designed our metric to approximate the ”Travel Time Index” – the ratio of actual time

traveled versus time traveled under ideal conditions – presented as a metric of congestion in

a report from the US Department of Transportation. [1]

For a street s, we define the metric ms by

ms =
speed85s,12

min0≤h≤23 mean speeds,h

where speed85s,12 is the 85% of speed measurements taken on s between noon and 1 p.m. over

all days in the period (this was included in the Uber data to serve as a reasonable estimate

for free flow speed on s), and mean speeds,h is the mean speed of measurements on s taken

between hour h and h + 1 over the period. This ratio roughly reflects the ratio between the

ideal speed of vehicles on s to its lowest speed under regular congestion conditions.

Performance on this problem is slightly worse across the board, see Figure 6. However,

the peak performance achieved is still surprising since it is trained on just the node2vec

embeddings, which only have access to the graph topology. Thus, our model is able to

explain significant variance in street congestion directly from the directed graph structure

of a city’s streets.

Embedding OLS Random Forest

ev ∈ R3 0.014 / 0.04 0.030 / 0.086

R1(ev) ∈ R9 0.027 / 0.056 0.066 / 0.130

R2(ev) ∈ R27 0.048 / 0.057 0.109 / 0.172

f24(v) ∈ R24 0.047 / 0.088 0.375 / 0.388

f48(v) ∈ R48 0.072 / 0.081 0.368 / 0.368

ev||f24(v) ∈ R27 0.051 / 0.109 0.357 / 0.371

R1(ev)||f24(v) ∈ R33 0.061 / 0.112 0.346 / 0.356

R2(ev)||f24(v) ∈ R51 0.071 / 0.106 0.340 / 0.365

Figure 6: Test R2 for predicting congestion ms, New York City / San Francisco, with the

best performing models for each city bolded.
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3.6 Graph Neural Network

For our final experiment, we attempted to set up a Graph Neural Network Using the

GNNStack code that was presented in class. We modified it by removing the final log

softmax activation to turn the model into a scalar predictor instead of a classifier, changing

the loss function to mean squared error correspondingly. We then attempted to use this

model to predict the mean speed for a street in our SF and NY line graphs, but our model

constantly defaulted to predict about the overall mean street speed of the entire city for every

street. After a hyper parameter search (in particular, on choice of optimizer, learning rate

curve, and activation functions), we did not see any improvements and decided to abandon

this approach and focus on our other models.

4 Conclusion

Using local network features, recursive feature generation, and node2vec, we were able to

create different embeddings for the nodes/streets in our networks. With these embeddings,

we explored unsupervised clustering for role discovery, and trained supervised models to

predict the mean speed and a congestion metric of individual streets. Overall, a big take-

away from these experiments is that graph structural properties alone can explain a lot of

the variation in physical attributes of street networks, in this case mean speed and the con-

gestion metric of a street. This demonstrates the usefulness of graphical machine learning

algorithms in predicting important properties of networks, even without much data besides

graph structure.

5 Contributions

All three of us contributed evenly to the project.
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